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Six Major challenges for UK Auto Retail

How we see the future of UK Auto Retail

UK Auto Sector 
Challenges

1. ICE to EV

2. Agency 
Sales

3. Network 
Viability / 

Restructuring

4. Re-
imagining 

Automotive 
Property

5. Mobility 
Solutions

6. ESG

Countdown to 2030
Electrifying the passenger fleet and developing 

charging infrastructure represents the biggest 

shift in car technology ever

New Auto Retail
OEMs look to sell online and direct to 

consumer to save costs of distribution and 

pursue a closer relationship with customers

Network Viability / Restructuring
Lower margins, digitalisation, macroeconomic 

uncertainty and industry transformation will 

result in pressure on  businesses to reduce 

costs, diversify and fully digitalise customer 

experience

Automotive Property
Digitalisation will drive consolidation in the property 

market and the traditional dealer model will need re-

imagined to support the omni channel customer 

experience 

ESG
The auto industry  is at the core of the drive for a 

greener future and must transform its products and 

service delivery to  more sustainable operations

Mobility Solutions
The future will be characterised by multi-modal and 

fully integrated mobility services where consumer do 

not own cars but subscribe to mobility provision



Global M & A Overview

2021 was a record-breaking year for Global M&A 

activity with Strategic (Corporate) M&A driving the 

market post pandemic. 2022 has seen a reduction 

in activity but is still forecast to be one of the 

strongest in the last 20 years.

Q1 2022 was slow due to the geo-political 

uncertainty.

Valuations have been more volatile in 2022 and this 

looks set to continue against the backdrop of

- doubling cost of capital

- ongoing supply chain challenges

- looming global recession

- increasing geo-political fragmentation



Drivers of M&A Activity

Macro-economic environment
Post recessionary phase of consolidation was a key driver of M&A activity in the previous 

decade, however we have had a period of benign risk and little distress thanks to government 

support during the pandemic and "super profits" driven by shortages.

OEM Network Planning
All OEMs have a mid-term representation plan that details locations and operators. Many of 

these have not been redrawn to reflect the shift to agency and there seems limited appetite for 

aggressive restructuring

Globalisation
Successful dealer groups who have outgrown their "home " markets and whose shareholders 

are supporting growth. A weak domestic currency can make investments look more attractive 

and help offset market entry costs.

Access to capital
Traditional Auto retail is not viewed as an attractive investment. Margins are low and there is 

much uncertainty in the sector. The shift to EVs, contemplation of sales Agency models and 

threat of new entrants makes it more difficult to balance risk and reward.



UK Overview….who's buying? - not the big boys

Low activity from the biggest UK groups

Sytner the most active with acquisitions in BMW and Mercedes.

Arnold Clark exit Toyota but huge investment continues in digital and EV 

offer

Pendragon to be sold?

Vertu – more vertical than horizontal

Inchcape focussing on BravoAuto

Marshall Motor Group have driven significant consolidation 

in recent years. Their sale to Constellation leaves 1 less 

consolidator.

Other Plc are reshaping and waiting until there is more 

"value" in the market



Regional Groups go for local scale

Succession in some owner 

driver businesses

Viability challenge for smaller 

dealerships in the digital / 

agency world

High water mark for valuations 

driven by pandemic and post 

pandemic supply issues

Chance to grow scale and 

lower CPU key if agency 

model is followed

Increase strength of partnership 

with OEM ahead of consolidation 

phase

Balancing of franchise risk as 

industry moves into Agency 

phase



The view from Europe

Anectodotal evidence is that the major European markets as similar to the UK.

" The consolidation process is underway in Germany but at a far slower pace than expected. 

Dealers have been earning well on Used cars and service and everybody is looking very 

carefully on bigger developments and decisions"

" We understand that BMW is trying to reshape its investor network and increase throughput 

per site, this is driving some activity with groups like Alphartis SE"

Director, Network Development Major OEM

"A large part of the market is paralysed due to contract uncertainty from major OEM groups. 

This has caused a problem on valuations and dealers are maximising short term profits instead 

of M&A activities"

Regional Manager, Network Development Major OEM Group



Mega Deals #1 – Constellation Group acquires Marshall Motor Holdings

Constellation Automotive Group is the largest vertically integrated digital car marketplace in Europe, combining the 

leading digital brands across the segments of consumer to business, business to business and business to 

consumer.

Marshall provided scale, good geographical coverage, cash generation and access to multi-brand stock. 

Remarketing capacity taken away from Mannhiem. Scale opportunities in F&I pricing. Huge stock boost for Cinch 

and key access to OEM disposals.

Lookers widely perceived as a blocking stake to prevent a competitor gaining traction in the market and a pre-cursor 

to further industry consolidation

(plus, a bit of Lookers)

£325m
400pence per share
Share premium of 40% over the 

pre-bid ask price

£80m
102pence per share

Share premium of c20% 

over the pre-bid ask price

Marshall Motor Group
164 franchise dealerships, 27 

brand partners

Lookers Plc
144 franchise dealerships, 32 

brand partners



Mega Deals #2 – Autotrader Group plc acquires Autorama (Vanarama)

Autotrader knows how the market functions. They have 

unrivalled consumer data and recognise the importance of 

developing the digital capability.

Leasing looks set to grow and was identified as a 

weakness in the Autotrader platform. Vanarama

identified as having the best "tech stack" and established 

brand name.

£200m
Autorama
Leasing Brokerage, £26m 

revenues, (£6m) EBITDA

Huge valuation for non-

profitable broker business

£150m +£50m in shares



Valuations and negotiations

Valuations have varied hugely but the trend is now 

downward. Up to 7 times EBIT seen but motivated by 

favourable currency exchange for overseas investment

Competitive tension key to maximising value, However some 

signs of OEMs beginning to influence this process by 

leveraging the contract.

We've seen a greater bias to share purchases in the Uk 

largely due to

1. favourable taxation - "Entrepreneur relief"

2. lack of distress and low risk environment for several years

Vs

Automotive property values are declining particularly if there is no 

future alternative use. Dilapidations are still a key negotiation 

point and environmental ratings adding complexity

“Dealers coming out of the most successful two years trading in their history are demanding top dollar for their business 

and its unrealistic.

“We have looked at a number of businesses and what we are prepared to offer and what they are willing to accept 

remains some way apart.”

Peter Smyth, MD Swansway Group



What's hot and what's cold?

Some correlation with contractual uncertainty of brands who have announced migration to a sales 

agency model



What happens next?

The last recession prompted 

significant activity in the 

market. Plc and large dealer 

groups expanded significantly 

through solvent and insolvent 

acquisition activity

Pending recession not 

forecast to be as severe as 

2009-10 but industry 

structural issues may force 

more consolidation.



Increasing risk 

Risk Management, Turnaround and Restructuring

Government support during the pandemic coupled with supply constraints have resulted in the most benign risk 

environment of the last two decades. Retailers have enjoyed “super profits” largely driven by the appreciation in Used Car 

inventories and ongoing new vehicle shortages. However, signs are emerging that the market is slowing in line with the 

macroeconomic conditions affecting the UK. We expect to see some distress in H2 2022 and into 2023 as economic 

conditions squeeze household disposable incomes and inflationary pressures drive vehicle pricing higher.

• Higher production 

costs

• Raw material 

inflation

• Lower OEM margin

• >£25k pricing

• Infrastructure 

investment

• Reduced aftersales 

revenues

• Physical asset 

redundancy

• Online disruptors

• Systems investment

• Staff shortages

• Competition from 

Chinese EV brands

• Lower margins

• Loss of F&I

• Network 

rationalisation c30%

• Access to 

remarketing stock

• Disposable income 

reducing

• High inflation

• Possibility of zero 

growth

• Supply chain 

disruption

• Geo-Political 

instability

• Car industry badly affected as largely 

discretionary purchases

• Affordability of ne BEV product not there for 

mass market

• Too much investment in physical facilities 

which are increasingly redundant

• 2020 – 2022 TIV reduced by c2 million units 

which has impact on aftersales and availability 

of prime remarketing units

Significant increase in risk for the 

sector in next 3-5 years



Summary and predictions

M&A activity in European automotive retailing has been slower than the Global 

multi sector trends. Driven by,

▪ Pandemic "super profits" and under supply

▪ Uncertainty on business model and future cash flows

▪ Inertia from manufacturers on future network plans

▪ A lack of any distress within the sector

Vertical integration driving the largest deals and highest multiples

▪ Plc share prices still low suggesting the market has little faith in the current model

Recession and low growth will drive activity levels as valuations become more 

realistic vs potential future profits and the transformation risk factor. 2024 onwards.

OEMs will influence next round of consolidation more than in the past as they attempt 

to keep balance in their distribution

Influx of Chinese EV brands will drive more multi-branding of existing dealer facilities

Structural overcapacity in traditional retail will be addressed by reducing dealer sites 

which may be a temporary barrier to some consolidation


